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ARENA:

This is interview #1 with Captain Frederick S.
(Stockman) Albrink of Norfolk, virginia. This is
June 8, 1972, Arena interviewing. May we begin by
my asking you where and when you were born?

ALBRINK:

All right. I was born January 20, 1913, in Napoleon,
Ohio. I went to grade school and high school there,
went to Oberlin College [Oberlin, Ohio] and was gradu
ated there in 1934, and from there to Duke Law School [Durham,
North Carolina] in the fall of 1934.

ARENA:

And you were a member of that graduating class, and
you did graduate in 1937.

ALBRINK:

1937.

ARENA:

Do you mind if I ask you your major in undergraduate
school?

ALBRINK:

History.

ARENA:

Since you are a captain in the Navy, had you been in
ROTC [Reserve Officers Training Corps] during your
college years?

ALBRINK:

1934 from undergraduate school.

No. I got in as the most socially acceptable farmer
whose draft-dodging. • . . Actually, some friends
of mine tried to get me to join the National Guard,
and I was smart enough not to do that, but a fellow in the Judge
Advocate's outfit for both the Army and the Navy--this was back
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in about 1937--s01d me on the idea that World War II was
corning; no, it was '38. Anyway, the Army said that their
people all transferred easily from other categories, say,
artillery, or something like that, or infantry. Then the
Navy came back and said they didn't have any opening at that
time. The Reserve Officers were recommended or procured
through the Naval districts.
ARENA:

From the standpoint of the laYman, and that includes
me here, when you talk about the Judge Advocate's
office or division or department, that would be the
equivalent of the legal arm of the Navy. You would be a lawyer
and do legal work?

ALBRINK:

That's right. They didn't at that time, have any
Judge Advocate's Corps in the Navy. The Army did
as a separate corps. The Navy didn't. The Navy
pur them in as line officers, but with a specialty. Originally,
it was LVS [Legal Voluntary Specialist] and he wore the line
officer insignia. As I said, they carne back and said they just
didn't have any vacancies, but we'll keep you on file.
I put
that out of my mind. Things got hotter in Europe and the war
started over there. I got married in September of 1940. My
wife was teaching school and making more money than I was; I
had opened my own office. Then in the summer of 1941, 10 and
behold, a letter came from Chicago [Illinois] saying, "We have
a vacancy. Are you interested?" Well, of course, in the summer
of 1941, with no children, my wife having a job, I was I-A in
the draft, of COURSE I was interested. So the commission carne;
actually, it came the day before Pearl Harbor, December 6, and
I was a little busy that day so I didn't take the oath of office.
Then Sunday was Pearl Harbor Day, and Monday I took it promptly,
and I got ordered to the Norfolk Navy Yard over here in Ports
mouth [Virginia] in February of 1942.
ARENA:
ALBRINK:

Where were you at the time?

Back in Napoleon, Ohio. I went back to my hometown
to practice law. It's about forty-five miles from
Toledo [Ohio], in the northwestern part of the state.
As a matter of fact, being a Dutchman, I wasn't about to put out
any money on a uniform or anything until I had to, so I came
down here and reported in in civilian clothes. I didn't know
anything about the Navy at all.
The only current uniforms I
had really seen were on the doctors who examined me in Toledo
[Ohio]. I had signed up for a correspondence course in mili
tary law, and the book came about a week before I reported, so
I came down here cold, but I was sent out to get a uniform and
got put to work as the legal aide to the admiral at the ship
yard. Well, anyway, let's see. You asked me the other day if
I had known about Nixon being in the service. Actually, no,
I didn't. We had exchanged Christmas cards, but I had no in
formation on that.
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ARENA:

You didn't cross paths when he was doing legal work
in Washington, D.C., with the OPA [Office of Price
Administration] at first, and then went into the
Navy--this was all in '42--then went to the South Pacific, and
came back to Baltimore [Maryland] in 1945.

ALBRINK:

No, because I came to Washington, was assigned to
duty there, in '45, either December of '45 or Janu
ary of '46.

ARENA:

Have you remained, then, in the Navy all along?

ALBRINK:

Yes, I stayed in the Navy for a couple of reasons.
I'm wasting your tape.

ARENA:

Not at all. I think an understanding of the class
mates of the President and their careers will be
helpful for historians.

ALBRINK:

It was partly an accident. When the war ended I was
on the staff of Admiral Cobb, off of Okinawa, and
the command ashore, the admiral there didn't have
any staff. Well, when the war was over Admiral Cobb's staff
was disbanded. We used to go up to Japan; the flagship was a
Coast Guard cutter. So they were just going to transfer his
staff to shore, the doctor, supply officer, chaplain, pay
officer; no, I guess the pay officer they hung on to. Anyway,
I'd been ashore and didn't want to spend any time on that
island. Initially, at the end of World War II, on getting out,
they had a point system, so many points for age, marriage, ser
vice, but they didn't have any points for overseas service-
not that I had much of it, but I had about six months underneath
that point system, as it first came out--so I thought, well, I
don't want to go on that island, so before I leave Admiral Cobb,
he'll approve it and I'll put in a request to go to Washington
[D.C.], because l'd be willing to spend a year on active duty
in Washington. Well, I didn't get an answer and I got put
ashore. We ate Army food, which was lousy. Half the time we
got combat rations rather than going to the mess hall to eat.
I'm one of those who can never eat Spam again. At first they
showed us to a tent that had fallen down in the mud and been
propped up, mud scaling off inside of it. I said, "To heck
with that." The flight officer and the chaplain and I teamed
up together.
I knew some Seabees, so we hunted up the Seabee
camp and they put us up in an officer's hospital, which was a
quonset hut with hot and cold running water, a washing machine,
screens. They had us fixed up with a tent with a floor, wooden
frame. And incidentally, when we went ashore with the staff,
we raided some of the supplies, and took along a couple of sea
bags full of electric fans, and they had great trading value.
If there was someone in control of screening or something, he'd
give up quite a bit of screening for an electric fan to put on
his desk on Okinawa in the summer.
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Anyway, I did go on shore on the island, and in Septem
ber or October, I got my orders for release from active duty.
Hadn't heard anything in the meantime about going to Washington,
so when I got to San Francisco [California]--and I traded my
last electric fan for a trip on the aircraft carrier Yorktown,
rather than a destroyer; it was a more comfortable trip--anyway,
when I got to San Francisco [California], the people there said,
"We have something for you. Your request has been approved."
So there I was, hooked for another year, in Washington.
I got to Washington and it wasn't so bad. The Navy, then,
was willing to keep me on as a commander, and I figured if I
Oh, there were several factors: One, I was sure we'd
be at the Russians within a few years, and I'd probably just
get back and try to get started up again and lid be pulled back
in again against the Russians. Actually, that's why your best
lawyers won't become congressmen or something of that kind, be
cause if you go away for a few years your clientele is gone.
If you were with a big enough firm, I suppose you could step
back into it, but if you're a solo practitioner and your clien
tele is gone you can't afford to start up several times.
Anyway, also I got orders to the Navy School of Justice
at Port Hueneme [California]. So I left my wife and two child
ren--the younger one was born in August and I went out there in
November--in Washington and I went out there alone. The first
weekend 'that was free, I went down to see Nixon. I called his
office and the girl who answered said that he wasn't in, that
he hadn't been in much since the election. I said, "What
election?" She said that he had been elected to Congress.
"But," she said, "I expect that he will be in before the end
of the day, at least to see his mail."
ARENA:

As near as you can recall, about when was that?

ALBRINK:

That was in November, around Thanksgiving, just a
week, or two or three, after the November election
of '46.

ARENA:

He would have been installed, I guess, in '47.

ALBRINK:

Yes. So I went up to the office and he came in,
and he said, "Come out to dinner." He and Pat
[Patricia Ryan Nixon] were living with his people
then.

ARENA:

And you had never met her.

ALBRINK:

I had never met her, no. The only contact with her
had been during the war, early in '45, February of
'45, when I was sent to the Pacific. My wife decided
she would like to live in San Francisco, California, during the
time I was gone, not knowing how long I would be gone. So I
wrote a letter to Nixon, and a long time after that I got a
letter from Pat. I suppose the letter had been forwarded to him
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around. Anyway, the letter from Pat said that she had located
a place for my wife to stay in the Whittier area, but by that
time my wife was out in San Francisco in a place that I rented
for her, so she had to write back to Pat and thank her, but
saying that she couldn't. But no, I hadn't seen her before.
ARENA:

Had you known she was a teacher, as your wife was?

ALBRINK:

Had I known she was a teacher?

ARENA:

Yes, that he had married a teacher, the President?

ALBRINK:

No.

ARENA:

She taught at high school level.

ALBRINK:

I guess, actually, the only way I knew he got
married was that the Christmas cards came signed
from Dick and Pat, or Pat and Dick. I hadn't known
that she was a teacher, or anything about that.
Well, anyway, to go back to going out to his parents'
place, they were living with his parents at that time. Tricia
[Nixon] was a baby in her playpen in the living room. I had
met his parents earlier at Duke [Law School] graduation, and I
can go into that later. They made me welcome. They had sent
Nixon some avocados from time to time, picked from his own back
yard, so his father went out and got an avocado for me.

ARENA:

Do you like them, by the way? Had you cultivated a
taste for them when you received them while at law
school?

ALBRINK:

By that time I had, yes. But initially, when Nixon
got them, he split one up with a piece to a couple
of us, and none of us were particularly enthusiastic
about them. So Nixon just said, "Look, I like 'ern. If you
don't, to heck with you--no more." But his dad was proud of
Nixon, of course. He was just bursting with pride, and once
when Dick was out of the room, his father said, "Yes, I think
he has a great future.
I'm predicting that he might some day
get to be Governor of California." And my own personal theory,
not discussed with Nixon or anybody else, is that maybe when he
ran for Governor of California that time, he was partly doing
it for the old man, who was then dead, but in memory of him.
Now, that may be a • . •

ARENA:

That would be a nice question to put to the President
directly.

ALBRINK:

Well, undoubtedly there were other factors~ I mean,
you run for Governor of California so that you have
a base, but on the other hand, rather than going
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back to Congress, or something else immediately.
had the idea that that was A factor.

I've always

ARENA:

Because you recall personally the father's interest
in his being governor some day. Just by way of co
incidence, in the book, S~x Crises, in the accept
ance speech for the Republican nomination in 1968, the Presi
dent mentions that his mother had the ambition of his some day
being a missionary in Central America. I'm wondering if that
came up in any way in your direct contact with him over the
years, or with his mother?
ALBRINK:

No. But of course, by the time I saw him he was
committed to going to law school, and by the time I
first saw his mother, he was graduating from law
school. Legal missionaries they don't have; medical mission
aries, yes.

ARENA:

Would it be correct to say, by way of summarizing
your own career, that therefore you remained in the
Navy, actively in the Navy, up to the present time?

ALBRINK:

Well, up to ten years ago.

ARENA:

From the standpoint of summarizing your career.

What's the "therefore"?

ALBRINK:

Yeah. I stayed in, but on that visit down there I
still wasn't sure about the idea of staying in or
not staying in. And this is a very nice horror
story: Pat said, "If I were a young lawyer, there's a litt.le
town out here on the edge of the desert; it doesn't amount to
much, but it has a great future.
If I were a young lawyer, I
think I'd settle out there and buy up some of the land around
there that you can get for around five dollars an acre. I
think that place has a great future."

ALBRINK:

And I thought, oh, yeah; these Californians. They
think everything in California is great and going to
be great. Pat said, "Yes, it's a little place called
Palm Springs."

ARENA:

As a matter of fact, had the President himself that
same attitude or tendency when you knew him in law
school, to talk about the great future of California?

ALBRINK:

Well, yes; not obnoxiously, to that extent, but all
native Californians did, or tended to. Back then,
anyway; they may not now, because it's getting so
overcrowded that even they want to get out.

ARENA:

Did you seriously consider, around that time,
settling down in California?
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ALBRINK:

Yes. The only trouble was that you had to take the
California Bar examination, and I had gone through
law school and taken the Ohio Bar examination, and
I was not about, ever again, to take another Bar examination
if there was any other possible way out, so that was one thing
in the way, although I thought about it even while I was at the
School of Justice, but to pass the California Bar examination
I would, of course, have had to go through a cram course, and
the nearest one was in Los Angeles, which was about fifty or
sixty miles away, and that was too far to go.

ARENA:

Does the California Bar exam have a particularly bad
reputation; is it a tough one?

ALBRINK:

Yes; in the first place, it's a tough one. In the
second place, they have some things like community
property law, which Ohio didn't. And they have
vestages of the Napoleonic Code. I don't know what all they
might or might not have, but I had my fill of studying, frankly,
in law school. And then she [Pat] made the statement, not too
strongly, but she sort of wished that they were going to be
doing that, going to Palm Springs, rather than going to washing
ton. But of course, they were committed. And then, Nixon had
to go to some meeting, so we went down to the bus stop and he
went on. I don't know whether he was going to speak at some
meeting, some Kiwanis meeting or something. This was in the
middle or the end of November, and the next time I saw him.
ARENA:

Excuse me. Before you leave that situation, what
was his own feeling, personality, attitude about the
victory?

ALBRINK:

Well, about all he said that I can recall was that
it had been a lot of hard work.

ARENA:

To get elected.

ALBRINK:

Yes, to get elected. I don't recall that he was
particularly exultant in the week after, or two
weeks after; you know what I mean.

ARENA:

From your first contact with him, back in the law
school days, had it ever crossed your mind that he
would some day go into politics, bearing in mind his
personality?

ALBRINK:

Not particularly, no.

ARENA:

For example, as compared with someone like Basil
Whitener, whom I've had the pleasure of interviewing,
also? As you know, he had been in Congress, also.

ALBRINK:

Yeah; well, when Whitener was in law school we called
him Senator, because he from the beginning had always

And it wouldn't, because.
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said that he was going to get into politics. Whitener even
learned to chew tobacco while we were in law school, because
he said that no North Carolina politician can hope to get
elected unless he chews tobacco. He's from Gastonia, North
Carolina.
ARENA:

Yes, and he's still there.

ALBRINK:

I think the sixth Congressional District. He was
beaten out a few years back by some baseball player.
Darned if I can remember his name: 1 ' m not a base
But he was a professional baseball player.

ball fan.
ARENA:

I was just wondering to what extent the entry into
politics and victory was a surprise to you person
ally, since you had not had direct contact with him
since the law school period.

ALBRINK:

It was somewhat of a surprise that he had been elected
congressman. It was not a surprise to find any lawyer
going into politics, but ordinarily they start as
prosecuting attorney or in the state legislature, or something
like that. To start with a try for a congressional seat and to
do it successfully was a little surprise. During law school,
I wouldn't have expected Nixon to be a politician. I think
he's basically a shy individual, or was. Now he does seem to
enjoy being Pharoah, but .
BEGIN SIDE II TAPE I

ALBRINK:

And the next time I saw him was when we invited them
to dinner when he got to Washington [D.C.] to enter
Congress. I flew back on a Navy flight to Washington,
and they showed up between Christmas and New Year's. They
wanted to hire our colored girl, but she was scared of the idea.
She'd be working for somebody in Congress and that was big stuff
and she didn't want to. They didn't have anyone to take care
of Tricia, and she was reliable. Then the next time I saw them
was in '52. Nixon had us to a party at his house, and Pat re
called what we had given them for dinner back in '46. And I
couldn't do it until she told me, and then I remembered. The
colored girl we had was chiefly a nursemaid and couldn't cook,
so for the meal my wife had borrowed the neighbor's colored
girl to cook the meal, and she did her specialty, which was
southern fried chicken, and that was the only way that I could
remember what it actually was. Of course, when you think of
it. . • • I mean, the idea of giving a politician, after a
campaign, fried chicken! But it was good, and Pat remembered
that. Well, let's see. Then I guess the next time that I saw
him was in '52.
ARENA:

Was this during the campaign?
Vice President yet?

Had he been elected
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ALBRINK:

No.

ARENA:

That's when he ran, with [Dwight D.] Eisenhower,
you remember.

ALBRINK:

It was in the early part of '52. He was a senator.
I had been at Norfolk [Virginia] and got transferred
to Washington [D.C.] in February. He had just bought
a house in Spring V~lley [Maryland]. He had a party there, and
that was when Pat recalled that. No, I guess l'd seen him
slightly before that, when somebody, I don't know who, had a
lunch in the Senate restaurant.
I don't recall, but I had seen
him at a lunch. Who arranged the thing, I don't know.

ARENA:

Going back to your own career, do you mind if I ask
you how it is that you ended up at Duke yourself?
How did you and Duke Law School get together?

ALBRINK:

All right. A classmate, a friend of mine from Oberlin
[College] had gotten some material on Duke Medical
School. He was going to go to medical school, and
I looked through that and saw the buildings and read the stuff
about the "healthful and salubrious climate of Durham, North
Carolina" in the book.
That was one factor. Another factor was
that I got a scholarship there, and I got a scholarship to
Harvard Law School, too. But Harvard said, scholarship or not,
i t will cost about fifteen hundred or two thousand dollars
additional a year to go to Harvard. Well, I didn't have any
money like that.
In fact, I didn't have very much money.
You'll hear the talk about money all the way through this.
And I do want to say this, that Nixon [William R.] Perdue,
[Lyman H.] Brownfield and I weren't poor people; we were just
people without any money. And to me there's a difference.
Nixon's people had a mom & pop grocery store, and his mother
had gone to college, and I think she graduated; I'm not sure.
ARENA:

I don't believe she did graduate, but she had gone
for several years, yes.

ALBRINK:

My mother had gone to college and graduated, and
my dad had been a small road and bridge contractor,
and the WPA [Works Projects Administration] put him
out of business, because the WPA did the work; I mean, on the
kind of a job that he was equipped to handle.
I had a younger
brother at Oberlin [College] and my folks said, "After you get
through four years, your brother gets first call on any money."
And then it snowed in Oberlin on May first that year and stayed
on the ground for a couple of days.
So I decided I would go
south. And actually, ever since then, I've managed to live
below the Mason-Dixon line.
ARENA:

When was the very first occasion that you did meet
President Nixon, and does that stand out?
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ALBRINK:

Yes, I can recall it, and for this reason:
It was
at the law school building.
I can't tell you the
time of day, or anything like that. But I thought,
I don't know whether I'm going to like that guy or not. He
looks a little too much like X.
"X" and I, at that time, were
rivals for the gal that I married. He had a heavy beard like
X.
They don't look like each other now at all, but at that
time, the heavy beard part, the brown eyes and the way the
hair grew, I just had that idea that I didn't know if I was
going to like that guy; he looked too much like X.
From that
time on. • • .
The contacts of law school classes. . . • All
first-year students took the same course. That was laid out
for you in the one big classroom, the downstairs classroom at
the end of the hall from the library was the first-year class
room.
So everybody took the same classes together, same pro
fessors, everything.
ARENA:

How would you describe him, from your own recollec
tions, as a student, in as many capacities; for
example, his study habits, his performance in class,
if there was such a thing as moot court, whatever comes to mind
regarding Richard Nixon, the law student, as you knew him per
sonally?

ALBRINK:

Well, he was an extremely industrious student. He
didn't take the course in moot court; that was a
third-year course.
I didn't take it either, frankly.
I was aiming for the Bar examination, and to get through that
and cover the twenty-two subjects that the Ohio Bar examined
you on, took all the time, and I wasn't about to waste it on
moot court. Nixon performed well enough in class. I wouldn't
say that. . . . He was a good student, but actually Perdue,
who led the class, never had much to say in class.
ARENA:

Oral recitation in law classes would not necessarily
be the criterion.

ALBRINK:

That's right. Brownfield was an argumentative cuss
and he probably said more than most anybody, just
because he liked to argue. Nixon would speak up,
but I can't recall him as being a particularly aggressive stu
dent in the class. As far as working, yes, he worked hard.
ARENA:

How could you evaluate that he was working hard?

ALBRINK:

Well, he was sitting in front of a law book. As
he said at this banquet, and he has said before •

ARENA:

Did you attend this recent reunion of his class at
The White House?

ALBRINK:

Yes. As he said before. • • • One time somebody-
I think it was [Morris William] Morrie Adelson.
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Well, all the way through law school our name for Nixon was
Nixi nobody called him Dick. It was, "Hey, Nix, let's go
swimming. "
ARENA:

This is way out, now, but did anyone slip and say
that to him at The White House?

ALBRINK:

Could havei I don't know.

ARENA:

I did interview a close friend, who will be name
less, who, upon seeing him at The White House, said
he died a thousand deaths when he said, "Hi, Dick,"
as he was going up the steps. I wondered if anyone slipped
like that.

ALBRINK:

No. I mean, frankly, when he got started out in
politics, and when he got to be important enough
that people began coming around asking me about it,
I deliberately shifted the thing over to Dick, because he was
using it in his politics, and I don't know that it would make
any difference if it was known that he was known as Nix at one
time, but somebody might have worked it into something. But
Nix just seemed short for Nixon.
But he worked hard. You couldn't tell, as a matter of
fact, on the grade business, because they never gave us our
comparative grades. As a matter of fact, I'm not too sure.
At the end of the first semester the first year they gave us
grades. Thereafter, I don't think we got grades, because • • • •
This is a true story. During the summer before our last year,
Perdue, Nixon and I worked there during the summer and got
curious as to the relative standings of the people in the class.
So the dean's office was on the second floor of the law school,
and Perdue and I had a little cubbyhole up there on the third
floor. We went down, the three of us, at night, and the tran
som was open, and Nixon and I boosted Perdue through, he being
the thinnest, and then he opened the door and we went in. Gave
me one of my first lessons in security, that he knew the file
cabinets, being in the secretary's desk drawer, at the top.
So we got them out and looked at the grades that the various
people in the class had gotten. As a matter of fact, I didn't
even know where I stood in the class until a few years ago I
wrote back and asked the dean where I stood. First in the class
was Perdue, Brownfield was second, and Nixon was third.
ARENA:

This was the final standing.

ALBRINK:

Yes, third year, final standing. To tell you the
honest-to-gosh truth, I think I was fifthi I might
have been sixth, but who number four was I haven't
the faintest idea.

ARENA:

Did the question of the grades ever come up later?
Any confession, good-for-the-soul sort of thing, in
any way? Did the dean ever find out what had taken
place?
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ALBRINK:

No. The first time I let out with that in any
interview was after Nixon had gotten in The White
House. I wasn't particularly interested in having
Stewart Alsop. . • . I don't know WHAT he might do with some
thing like that, or somebody else. But after Nixon got in
The White House, I thought, what the heck; just the fact that
he enjoys a salty joke.

ARENA:

Well, is there anything else regarding his student
interests or student period?

ALBRINK:

Student living, or studying or the like?

Well, just to be sure, about the academic side. If
there's nothing else you remember about the purely
academic side, and Nixon's relationship to it, we
can move on to the extracurricular side.

ARENA:

ALBRINK:

Well, as I said, Perdue who led the class didn't
talk too much in class. Brownfield was an argumen
tative rascal.

How did you feel, and did you know how he felt, if
he expressed it in any way, about the terrific com
petition, which evidently hit you right in the
pocket, because those who did not make it lost their scholar
ships? How about living under those tension conditions?

ARENA:

ALBRINK:

Well, I don't know that because. . . . Of course,
I figured if I flunked I would have lost the scholar
ship, but I was never told that there were any par
ticular conditions that I had to get a particular grade average
to keep my scholarship. So I didn't have any tension about that
beyond wanting to do as well as I could, or particularly to
learn as much as I could so that I could pass the state Bar
examination.

ARENA:

To be kind of frank and blunt here, but I get the
impression you're a gregarious fellow, and you mix
with people rather easily--correct me if 1 1 m wrong-
I'm going to ask you how you would judge the President's per
sonality that way during that period, and if you and he ever
went out together.
ALBRINK:

Oh, yes, we went out together. When I get into the
way we lived, you'll see that. Actually, I'm not
particularly gregarious. I get along all right with
people; I'm a little misanthropic, rather than gregarious
[Laughter]. Basically, the first semester they started out
with about sixty, then a good part of the outfit dropped out.
Well, the very first lecture, the professor started it out with
this story, supposedly, that at Harvard [Law School] the dean
would say to the new class, "Gentlemen, take a good look at
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the man on your right, then another good look at the man on
your left, then a good look at yourself; next year, one of you
won I t be here." And actually the thing carried out; the next
year about a third of the class was back, about twenty-five or
twenty-six. So that actually, we knew each other very well.
It was a small group. The ones that we didn't know so well at
the time we were in law school were the ones who were married,
and there were just a few of those.
[Charles S.] Charlie Rhyne
was married, [Glenn Davis] Dave Williams was married, and John
D. McConnell was married. And then [James M.] Jim Haley got
married during our last year in law school; it might have been
the second, but I think it was the last year. And that was all.
Today, practically all law students are married. And as far as
living, the West Campus was several miles from town, about two
and a half miles from the East Campus. The first year, to start
with we roomed in the area around the East Campus.
ARENA:

And the East Campus is not in town.

ALBRINK:

That's the women's college.

ARENA:

I see.

ALBRINK:

The Georgian architecture. The Gothic archit ecture
was the West Campus, two and a half miles or so, which
we frequently walked to save the nickel--bus fare was
a nickel. Taxi fare to any place in town was a quarter, so some
times five would get together and do that, but once we had gotten
up and under way and gotten out to the law school, we intended
to stay there until we went home and went to bed, not only for
studying and for recreation. There usually was a card game
going on in the lounge.

ARENA:

ALBRINK:

I understand that in some cases even showers were
taken there, even though there was not any recreation,
because the home conditions did not have the best
facilities for that.

Yes. We didn't take showers in the law school, of
course, because there was no shower there, but the
gym on the West Campus had showers. Well, I took
about all mine at the gym. Some of the students lived in the
dormitory on the west Campus, and some of them might go over
and take a shower there. At first I was in town with several
others, who all dropped out at the end of the first semester.
The father of one of the fellows died and another one flunked
out, and a third decided to join the Merchant Marine. And I
don't know where Nixon lived, but he had a similar room some
place on the edge of the East Campus. I did hear him say once
that he started out rooming with some theological students but
they were too noisy for him, and I do know that Perdue and he
teamed up in a room at least by the end of the first semester.
I never was in his room when he lived out of town by the East
Campus.
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ARENA:

Did you ever go into town with him?

Or anywhere?

ALBRINK:

No; money was tight. We were living on. • • •
Nixon and I worked in the library, and Perdue worked
for one of the professors. They paid us, as I recall
it, for two and a half months, a hundred dollars a month; in
other words, two hundred and fifty dollars, and we figured that
during the summer weld live on the fifty dollars, which we did.
I mean, that was room and board, everything, leaving the two
hundred for going through school the next year. We had NYA
[National Youth Administration] jobs, which was part of the
Franklin Roosevelt set-up. What happened was that the NYA
would give the college money, and the college would determine
the projects that it wanted done, and then pay the students.
I donlt know, of course, what reports the college had to make
to NYA.
I do know that the pay--I've been trying to think--I
think it was a quarter an hour. It may have been as much as
thirty cents an hour, but it was somewhere in there, and you
could--theoretically, they said--earn a maximum of fifteen
dollars a month, but we found out that the medical students
weren't using up all their money, so that if you put in the
time and a time sheet for twenty dollars a month, you'd get it
most months, which, with the summerls work and that money • . . .
For lunch we'd do one of two things. There were various board
ing houses in Durham [North Carolina], and they were a quarter.
ARENA:

Someone had to supply the transportation.

ALBRINK:

If a car owner brought five people, he got a free
meal. And Brownfield bought a car the last year,
a big, old ,Packard that would seat seven/with jump
seats, and everything. And before that, various other students
had cars. And Nixon went along on these. The meals were:
The vegetables would all be the same, mashed potatoes, boiled
potatoes, scalloped potatoes; string beans, butter beans, baked
beans, greens. They put them out on the table. I suspect they
hauled them out from meal to meal, maybe.
ARENA:

Was it also family style? Could you take as much
as you wanted, as long as it lasted?

ALBRINK:

Yes, and the meat course changed. This noon it
might be roast beef, another noon it could be pork
chops, but the vegetables were just a profusion of
• . . • So that you learned to build your own, instead of
trying all of them. And there'd be considerable joking, of
course, in the dining room. Another way of eating • • •
BEGIN SIDE I TAPE II

ARENA:

I believe we were discussing the eating habits.
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ALBRINK:

college freshman had to buy meal tickets to the
Union, and the price of a meal, if you bought them
regularly, was thirty-five cents. However, there
was a recognized black market among the students who wanted to
go into town, or something like that. In the fireplace in one
hall in the Union, you could stand and get a meal ticket so
that you could get your meal there for a quarter. And very
frequently in the Union coffee shop you could get soup for a
dime, and with the soup came all the rolls and butter you wanted,
so that many a meal was on the basis of a dime. They had two
kinds of soup, chicken noodle and vegetable, and the vegetable
soup had okra in it, and I haven't liked okra ever since. We
were more likely to go with the driver to one of the boarding
houses at noon and then probably eat at the Union at night.
Oh, at that time, a Duke undergraduate was Les Brown, the
orchestra leader--he's on some TV show now--and Johnny Long.
And they'd play in the lobby there.
ARENA:

Speaking of music, did you ever see or hear the
President, under some circumstance, playing the
piano?

ALBRINK:

Yes, jokingly. But he was always the one who was
interested in wasting a half hour or so after the
meal to go by and listen to the music. I didn't care
for jazz music. Held go by and listen to Les Brown or Johnny
Long.

ARENA:

He in particular, in other words, more than the
others, preferred to stop and listen.

ALBRINK:

Yes, of the ones who would go to dinner together,
I mean. Somehow Nixon, Perdue, Brownfield and I
had fallen in to being around with each other more
than with the others in the class. Well, Hale McCown and Helen
Lanier, who became Mrs. McCown, and [Thomas B.] Tommy Stoel and
Caroline Phillips, who became Mrs. Stoel, hung around together.
That was two groups of four out of about twenty-five. The
married ones, of course, went home. Brownfield and I fell in
together because he was from Columbus, Ohio.

ARENA:

And he's there now, I believe.

ALBRINK:

Yes, he went to Mt. Union College [Alliance, Ohio].

ARENA:

Were there any special problems from the geographical
standpoint? First of all, you are in the South,
you're at a Southern school. You are from the North,
he was from the West. Although the Civil War was over, until
up to still very recently. • • • To some, the Civil War is not
over yet. Were there any problems there, say, town and gown
problems, the students and the town?
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ALBRINK:

No, I don't recall any actual problems. There was
joking going on among the students, and we did it
in classes, or something. I recall our first year,
[David H.] Dave Henderson, who was reciting on a case. There
was a plank across a ditch and a man was leading a horse across
the plank and the horse fell into the ditch. And the way
Henderson started out, he said, "The man was carrying the horse
across the ditch." And Henderson said, "Listen, you Yankees,
if I had meant 'carry' the way you mean it, I'd have said
'tote'." That type of thing. No real animosity, that I know
of.

ARENA:

How about any animated arguments or discussions, given
the fact that the President was not only from Cali
fornia, but also a Quaker, bearing in mind that
historically the Quakers were the sponsors and activists in the
underground railroads? Was that a cause of any problems between
him and other Southern students or professors or townsmen, that
you can recall directly?

ALBRINK:

None at all that I can recall. Nixon wasn't blatant
about his religion, at all. He was sincerely re
ligious. The nearest Quaker Meeting was in Raleigh
[North Carolina], and he went to that oh, maybe every six weeks
or so. You see, a trip to Raleigh cost a dollar and a quarter.
I can't remember whether that was round-trip or one-way. He
either went to church on Sundays or went to the chapel.

ARENA:

Did you happen to come across the head of the re
ligion school at that time at Duke, who I believe
was Dr. Elbert Russell, whom I know was a Quaker?
This is rather interesting, because, as you know, the roots of
Duke [University] were the Methodist Trinity College, and here
was this Quaker heading this school of religion. But you didn't
have any contact with or observe the President with this gentle
man?

ALBRINK:

No, not really, As a matter of fact, I thought that
the theological school was a Methodist training
institution, and I wouldn't expect to encounter
anyone other than a Methodist there. But Nixon did go to
church. In fact, the few times I went to church while I was
there was because Nixon got me up or urged me to go. Because
I was Presbyterian, I wanted to go into town to the Presbyterian
church.

ARENA:

And he attended the Presbyterian church, then.

ALBRINK:

Well, yes, because I was a presbyterian, he said,
"All right, let's go to the Presbyterian church."
But they took up two collections, so of course we
never went back there. And it was much easier to go to the
university chapel. It was handy and it didn't cost anything.

ARENA:

There was nothing like required chapel for law
students, or anything like that.
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ALBRINK:

No.

ARENA:

Going from one extreme to another, did you ever go
boozing, or let's say, did you ever attend any
affairs where liquor and dancing were present?

ALBRINK:

Yes, they generally had the law school dance in
town. This was a Methodist university and they
didn't allow dancing on the campus.

ARENA:

May I ask you, was that quite a change for you?
What was the situation at Oberlin? Had they allowed
dancing, drinking, smoking? Well, not drinking.

ALBRINK:

You couldn't have liquor on the campus. You could
smoke; and dancing, yes. At Oberlin, every night
in the lobby of Peters Hall they'd have a little
dance, and they'd have an orchestra of three or four, I guess.

ARENA:

Of course I've heard of Oberlin, but I don't recall-
is i t a particular denomination or non-sectarian?

ALBRINK:

It's non-sectarian.

ARENA:

It's not state, either.

ALBRINK:

It was started by some people from Yale [University]
who happened to be Congregationalists. The first
church in town was a congregational church. It was
never affiliated with, or as far as I know, particularly sup
ported by, the Congregational church.

ARENA:

I'm just wondering then, would you say, just on
general observation, that there was more of an
adjustment for YOU to make, going from Oberlin to
the general campus of Duke and the law school in particular,
than there was for the President, who had been in a Quaker
school where they had been rather strict, no dancing, no
smoking and no drinking?

ALBRINK:

No, because they had dances at Duke. They gave a
general law school--it wasn't done officially by
the law school--dance at a dance hall in town, on
the second floor of a thing called Palais d'Or, Palace of Gold.
And as I recall, I heard Nixon--I just don't recall from my own
recollection at the time--but Perdue jokingly said he took some
one there to one dance that first year, and she got a little
too much to drink, and Nixon took her home. But I don't recall
that of my own knowledge. Then they had a very pleasant • •
The fraternities and sororities were always giving dances, and
with each bid there was always a stag bid, and they were always
eager to pass them out to the law students, so if you wanted
to go to a dance, you could go on almost any weekend. And as
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I say, it was
as many males
If you picked
two steps and
girl and then

a delightful custom because, there being twice
as females, you never got stuck with a girl.
too popular a girl, you couldn't do but about
you'd be cut in on. You'd pick a medium-popular
dance for a while and then be cut in on.

ARENA:

And you recall that the President was in on some
of these, as well.

ALBRINK:

Yes.

ARENA:

And he did cut in, and was cut in on. Of course,
you weren't purposely watching him, but just from
your own • • •

ALBRINK:

That's right.

ARENA:

. recollections; he was doing what everyone else
was doing in that regard.

ALBRINK:

That's right.

ARENA:

You don't recall, or do you, discussions where he
said, "I don't want to go to any dances; I don't
enjoy them." Did that come up in any way?

ALBRINK:

I don't recall any such discussion.

ARENA:

But he went along as well or as many times as the
next guy, from your recollection?

ALBRINK:

yes, I think so, as many times as I did. Now some
of the law students who had been Duke undergraduates
--at that time Duke allowed a combination course;
your first year in law school could be your last year in
college. Your college class was still there while they were
first-year law students. They went to more of those, of course,
than we did.

ARENA:

ALBRINK:

By the way, I don't want to leave out something you
said you would refer to later, the fraternity in
which both you and the President were brothers.

Well, it wasn't a fraternity.
There was actually
only one law fraternity, Phi Delta phi. It cost
twenty-five dollars to belong, so Nixon didn't
belong, Brownfield didn't belong, I didn't belong. On the
other hand, there was the little club--it wasn't really a
fraternity--the Iradell Club. We had periodic meetings, but
to be honest with you, I can't really recall what happened at
those meetings.
They weren't social or drinking affairs,
primarily.
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ARENA:

Would you happen to know if that is still in
existence?

ALBRINK:

No, I wouldn't. It was just a loose sort of thing
and most students belonged to one or the other.

ARENA:

Would you happen to recall if the President was one
of the officers?

ALBRINK:

No, I don't recall. Yes, probably. There wasn't,
that I knew of, any law school politics, really,
as far as getting elected to office. There wasn't
really any point in holding the office. If you were president
of the Iradell Law Club, it just meant more work for you be
cause you had to go ahead and see that the meetings were set
up, and whatever the program might be or whatever money might
have to be collected, all of which would take time from study
ing, but I don't really recall a great deal about it.

ARENA:

One other thing you referred to that I want to be
sure we don't leave out, is your observing the
visit to the campus at the time of graduation, of
the President's parents, and grandmother, I believe.

ALBRINK:

Yes, his parents, his grandmother, and his younger
brother, Edward [Calvert Nixon], I believe, were
there.

ARENA:

Edward went on to become a member of Duke University.

ALBRINK:

And his grandmother was in her eighties. She was
a delightful old lady, and she still used the "thee"
and the "thou," and Nixon pointed it out to me that
it was grammatically incorrect.
"Thee- must be a good boy," is
accusative rather than nominative. It should be "Thou must be
a good boy." But the Quaker use of "thee" was generally in
correct.
"I saw thee," would be fine, but "Thee saw me," not.
I knew that because I had been very interested at Oberlin in
architecture. Possibly I should have been an architect rather
than a lawyer. Anyway, I knew a considerable amount about
Gothic architecture, historically, at least, and the construc
tion, and so when his parents came during the graduation period,
Nixon asked me if I would take his parents around through the
chapel, so I spent an afternoon doing that.

ARENA:

What are your recollections, as nearly as you can
recall, of these members of the President's imme
diate family? You can take them singly, and if you
can recall incidences .

ALBRINK:

I can't really recall any more, because . .

ARENA:

For example, did they seem eXhausted? Had they just
arrived on the scene? Had they slept overnight?
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ALBRINK:

I don't recollect that they seemed
I don't know.
particularly tired.

ARENA:

Did they stand out in comparison with other relatives
who appeared at graduation? For example, did your
folks or anyone from your family show up?

ALBRINK:

NO, my folks didn't come.

ARENA:

As a matter of fact, as a whole, did many have
their parents come? Since so many students were
from allover the country, it must have been quite

an expense.
ALBRINK:

I don't think so.

I know Brownfield's didn't come.

ARENA:

Would you say a definite minority of parents were
there?

ALBRINK:

Yes.

ARENA:

And that would have attracted attention, the fact
that not only did his parents come, but they came
all the way from California.

ALBRINK:

Well, we knew they came, but we didn't think it
unusual if they wanted to come to a graduation. And
then I knew he had relatives in Pennsylvania. I
didn't know there was an uncle who was a professor in the
college there.

ARENA:

Dr. Ernest Nixon.

ALBRINK:

But I knew he had relatives in Pennsylvania.

ARENA:

Did you know, or did it come up when you met the
President's father, anywhere along the line, that he
had been born in McArthur, Ohio, and did that give
you any common • • •

I don't recollect that I
Now, he could have said
originally. After all,
was from either Iowa or Ohio, but I
i t until I read it.
ALBRINK:

ARENA:

ALBRINK:

knew that before I read it.
that he was from Ohio
a good part of California
don't recollect knowing

I'm sure they did take an interest in the tour.
How did they express it? Was i t a question of the
tour being a half hour or so, or the whole afternoon?

Well, i t probably lasted about an hour, or more.
I explained to them the principles of Gothic con
struction, the vaulting, the flying buttress,
stained windows. Duke chapel has some quite good stained glass.
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The old stained glass in early European cathedrals--for
example, red is made by having powdered gold in the glass-
that glass is so soft, somehow, that most of them have shelter
ing glass on the outside, a kind of chicken-wire mesh in the
glass so that the rain wouldn't wash on it.
ARENA:

Is there any particular reason why the President
asked you to do that? Had you discussed that
architecture with him? Did he know that that would
be something of mutual interest?

ALBRINK:

Probably so. He knew that I knew something about i t
and liked it. Like with the stained glass, in their
composition of the color, to make purple they would
put red and blue together, so that at a distance your eye would
see purple, like the impression that painters give with dabs
of paint. If they thought that a touch of green was due here,
why they'd put in a green gold, in order to have the artistic
expression.
ARENA:

Do you recall that it came out in any way, that one of th
largest, if not the largest Quaker church is in
Whittier, California? They have claimed, and I think
some still do, that they have the largest congregation of Quakers
in the world. Did that come up in any way at all?

ALBRINK:

No.
I knew that Nixon was a Quaker and from Whittier,
and that Whittier was a Quaker poet, and that Whittier
College was a Quaker college. I, frankly, hadn't
heard of Whittier until I got to Duke, but I hadn't heard of
many other colleges that I heard of there, particularly Southern
colleges.

ARENA:

Do you recall now that it did surprise you that they
HAD driven all the way from california, including
the grandmother?

ALBRINK:

I can't recall knowing at that time that they had.
As I said, they walked around the doggone place,
climbed up into the triforium gallery. The Gothic
architecture has three elevations. As you recall, there's the
side aisle, then the gallery that you can walk on, then above
that the clerestory, the windows.
It's a standard term,
clerestory.

ARENA:
ALBRINK:

To one interested in architecture.

Well, no, to anyone interested in medieval living.
As a professor of history, you know you can't get
by without knowing something about medieval churches,
both building and organization. Or you can't study American
history without hearing about George Washington, again and again
and again. Maybe you find out in one course what kind of a
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toothpick he used, and you find out in another course how he
treated his blacks, and you find out in the third one how he
crossed the Delaware.
ARENA:

They all tie in, or they should tie in, eventually.

ALBRINK:

No, I don't have any recollections of whether they
were tired or not. None of them were in any
startling dress. The father very sensibly, as I
was, was in his shirtsleeves; the younger brother. • . • I
did most of the talking, but they asked some questions. For
example, the symbolism of the three elevations is the Trinity;
and in the nave, there's some fair carving in that chapel.

ARENA:

Does that chapel still stand?

ALBRINK:

Oh, yes.

ARENA:

Do you recall when it was built?

ALBRINK:

When the East Campus was built.

ARENA:

In other words, it preceded the law school itself.

ALBRINK:

I don't know which buildings on the west Campus
I'm talking about the west campus chapel,
the Gothic building as you approach it.

ARENA:

I've seen it from a distance; I didn't get close to
it myself.

ALBRINK:

While we were in law school there was some litiga
tion. One contractor was suing another, claiming
they were partners in the building of the chapel,
and he wanted his share of the million-dollar profit. I think
the chapel cost twelve million or so, and this was back in
1932 when the chapel was built. It was already built by the
time we got there.

ARENA:

Do you recall if this was part of the Duke gift that
changed Trinity College into Duke University?

ALBRINK:

Yes.

ARENA:

Do you recall what the parents and grandmother did
after that? Did you have any contact with them after
their appearance on the campus grounds?

ALBRINK:

I took them back. • • • I don't specifically recall.
I probably saw them the next day and said, "Hello,
how are you." I don't recall if this was the day
before graduation or two days before, because the day of gradu
ation, as soon as we got through, Brownfield and I got into his
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car and started for Ohio, because we had a week before our
Bar examination and we were going to spend it in Cincinnati
[Ohio] on the tag end of a cram course.
ARENA:

You only had one week for preparation for your Bar
exams.

ALBRINK:

Yeah. Well, we studied for it during the year, in
addition to studying for • . .

ARENA:

If it isn't too personal, may I ask you how you
made out? Did you pass them the first time around?

ALBRINK:

Oh, yes, easily; and Brownfield passed easily.
Didn't get the highest grade.

ARENA:

Let me ask you at this point, as an overall question,
how would you evaluate your education at Duke?

ALBRINK:

Excellent. The faculty at that time had been built
up by Justin Miller, who wrote the Horn Book on
Criminal Law.

BEGIN SIDE II TAPE II
ARENA:

We were discussing your evaluation of the quality
of the education you received at the same time as
President Nixon at Duke.

ALBRINK:

Yes. Justin Miller had gone out and picked up an
outstanding faculty, just as the medical school had
raided Johns Hopkins. Well, you could tell, because
some of the professors went on from there to teach at Harvard.
Fuller came from the West Coast.

ARENA:

How about Dean [Benjamin S.] Horack, himself?

ALBRINK:

He'd been dean, I think, of the Iowa Law School.
Professor Malcolm McDermott had been dean, I think,
of the Tennessee Law School. I think [Lon L.]
Fuller came from the university of the State of washington, or
Oregon.
[Douglas B.] Maggs came from, I think, Southern Cal
[University of Southern California]. Anyway, it was an excel
lent faculty, and we worked like the dickens. Well, the Real
property man had graduated from Trinity College and had been
a Rhodes Scholar. He got his law at Oxford [Law School].

ARENA:

Do you remember his name?

ALBRINK:

Bryan Bolich.

ARENA:

And he is still living, I believe.
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ALBRINK:

Yes, in Florida. Of course, I paid particular
attention to real property law, because I was
going back to my county seat and community, and
that would be a large part of any practice. But even now I'm
doing mostly real estate law myself. You've heard of high
closing costs--that's me. I'm with the firm of . • . . The
head of the firm was a year ahead of us in law school. I was
retired from the Navy on a physical disability ten years ago
the end of June, so I took Eddie up on it and went with them.
Oh, on the real estate--things that I mentioned about this
stuff, some of the younger law students never heard of. For
example, most deeds will recite, "For the sum of ten dollars,
and other good and valuable consideration • . . " Well, in one
out of ten thousand deeds, not more than one out of ten thou
sand deeds, is there what is technically known in common law
as "good consideration," "good consideration" being kinship.
If you convey from father to son, that would be "good considera
tion," or kinship by marriage, but they're very technical terms.

ARENA:

I wonder if I could ask you a kind of philosophical
question about law in general? I'm thinking of the
fact that, in general, although law education for
mally is so fantastically demanding, up until recently, and
maybe still in some parts, a person did not have to go through
law school in order to become a lawyer. I'm thinking of the
idea, you know, serving as a clerk under someone and depending
on the part of the country. That situation, I understand, could
actually apply to us even in the schools of theology. They have
the so-called doctor degrees in theology, and then there's
Boston U [university], which is quite rugged for a degree of
divinity. But, I don't know; is there anything that you want
to say about that fact, that has persisted, and might even
still be the case, that one law school can be so doggone rugged
for a person to become a lawyer, to become a lawyer in some cases
you need not go through that and still become a lawyer?
ALBRINK:

Well, you still have to take the Bar examination.
As you know, going to college doesn't necessarily
increase a person's intelligence; it doesn't neces
sarily make him better informed than people who have not gone
to college but who have read at horne. But it puts you in a
position like insurance. Most people are lazy, and going to
college or law school gives you the opportunity to acquire
the information in a rather systematic way, and to keep you
at it, rather than starting something and then dropping it.
It would take a great deal of will power to study independently.

ARENA:

Then you do have this opposite situation, in a way,
those students who can be Phi Beta Kappa winners,
be VERY hard-working, and not make it. In other
words, there is a situation where, in law schools like Duke,
work alone is not necessarily the guarantee. That's a question.
Is that your experience, and how can you account for that?
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ALBRINK:

Well, a legal education is chiefly two things:
One, acquiring a super index, and two, a certain
approach on reasoning, particularly by the use of
precedents. But we had a number of phi Beta Kappas in the
class, and I was one, and I don1t know of any of them failing
to make it because of grades. Again, I don't know why some of
them didn't come back the second year.

ARENA:

I was thinking of law schools in general.
you have not heard of that situation?

ALBRINK:

I suspect, also, that a great deal of attrition in
law schools comes from the fact that people aren't
really interested in continuing on in that type of
work.

Would

ARENA:

Then could I tie this in directly with President
Nixon; and again, your analysis, your own views,
of course. What do you think Duke Law School gave
the President? And maybe this would be something you know
directly through discussing with him, or it would be your
estimate. What do you think Duke Law School gave the Presi
dent that he could not have gotten from anyone else, we'll
say, or as far as you know, did not get from anyone else, in
view, maybe, of what you have seen of him and of what you know
of him personally?

ALBRINK:

Well, it gave him an excellent legal education. It
gave him a number of good friends.
I imagine he
could have gotten about the same thing if he had
gone to Harvard, except they were bigger factories, and I don1t
know that. . . . He would probably have been very GOOD friends
with maybe two or three, but not quite as good friends with the
whole twenty-five. The South was a new experience for me, and
I suppose that it certainly was for Nixon, and had never en
countered the idea that people ate turnip greens or beet greens,
wouldn't have thought of it. Here, green beans are called
green beans and there they're called snap beans. The South
erners at that time were beginning to die out. Of course, we
were getting a generation or so further away from the Civil
War. Northerners never really thought about the Civil War;
that as a war, it wasn't any different from the Spanish
American war, but it was a personal thing to the Southerners,
more because their place had been fought over. Both my grand
father and great-grandfather •
Excuse me. On that point about your ancestors, I
just recalled, and speaking of this Dr. Ernest
Nixon, there is a Nixon ancestor buried at Gettys
burg [Pennsylvania]. I was just wondering if that ever came
up in any way, or at any time?

ARENA:

ALBRINK:

Not to my recollection. My only recollection was
that he had relatives from Pennsylvania.
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ARENA:

May I ask you this, concerning these general
questions, but there is such a thing as a history
of ideas, and people specialize. There is a jour
nal of ideas, and I would feel guilty, in view of your capacity
to discuss ideas, not to do so. But bearing in mind the Presi
dent speaks publicly, both formally and informally, his ability
to use words, his ability to discuss VERY complex problems
and issues in a kind of. . . . Well, let me ask you: How DO
you think he is •

ALBRINK:

What •

ARENA:

Well, I was thinking of his use of the English
language. Do you think that has been sharpened or
is there any connection there with his legal edu
cation, his ability ot pinpoint issues, whether we agree or
disagree with the issues?

ALBRINK:

Oh, certainly in sorting things out, a legal edu
cation is a factor. You're always thinking in
terms of relevancy, and sort of put things in
different bins. I always thought. • • • His speaking ability
I had placed on the fact that he has said--and I guess he was
for a while--a carnival barker.

ARENA:

He had
during
did he
the last meeting,

a job during a rodeo in Prescott, Arizona,
the summer. When and under what circumstances
bring up that experience to you? Was this at
possibly, or • • .

ALBRINK:

No, no. I knew that in law school. Actually, the
chief time that I got closest to Nixon in law
school. • • • The first year I wasn't particularly
closer to him than to any other student. Somewhat more during
the second year, because somehow we had fallen together with
Brownfield and Perdue, although there again, Brownfield and
I roomed together, but we roomed in one direction and Nixon
and Perdue lived in another direction. Somehow Nixon and I
got to playing handball together. I was overweight even then,
and not particularly a good handball player, and Nixon was not
terrifically coordinated. I don't mean that he's awkward, but
he doesn't have the coordination of a first-rate athlete.
Usually the games would be about even, sometimes a little bit
more in his favor.

ARENA:

How regularly did this playing take place? Was it
on a kind of systematic basis, for exercise?

ALBRINK:

Yeah. During the summer, between our second and
third years, when we stayed there and worked in the
library, we played practically every day.

ARENA:

On the overall question of physical exercise,
physical health, was he ever sick, do you recall?
How would you assess his health during the time
that you knew him at law school?
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ALBRINK:

I don't recall any sicknesses, except possible
colds, and I donlt recall really any specific
colds. I think once for the heck of it we went
over to the hospital and found out that on our medical fee
we could get a free Wasserman test. Having no need to have
the test, nevertheless it was free, so we went over to the
hospital and had a Wasserman test. But I don't recall any
health problem. During the summer there, the swimming pool
was open during the day.
I used to swim a great deal, but
the pool was open during the evenings only to married students.
Jim Haley's wife had a friend who was going to summer school,
so we went swimming nights as a married couple. Nixon wouldn't
do that.
ARENA:

Was this an enclosed pool, by the way?

ALBRINK:

It was inside, yes.

ARENA:

Just to be sure about this employment, I know you
mentioned it earlier, but I want to be sure. Was
this work in the library, or special projects?

ALBRINK:

No, the special project stuff was NYA, and I did my
work in that for the library, but this was the sum
mer between our second and third years. I think
Nixon may have done some research work, although he finished
it up, because he ended up in the hands of Miss [Mary S.]
Covington, who was the assistant librarian, an elderly spinster
and somewhat fussy, and Nixon was not overly fond of her at
the time. But the work in the library was repairing books,
moving books from one group of stacks to another, or cleaning
them. The most valuable had kind of a white lanolin compound
put onto them, the leather books, of course. The less valuable
were rubbed with grease from a big can like axle grease, and
after it dried into it, why any excess would be rubbed off and
i t would still dry some more, and then they would be varnished.
I've seen the President with grease up his arms to his elbows,
greasing books. We didn't think anything of it.
I'm a little disappointed in him, because on his welfare
ideas, on this business of meaningful work, 1 1 m afraid that
some of our present-day welfare people would feel that was too
demeaning. They all want to start out as brain surgeons. As
a matter of fact, at this reunion in The White House, when
Nixon introduced the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,
he made the best crack of the evening by saying, "This fellow
spends more money than anybody I know and gets less for it,"
when he introduced the Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare. And that went across. There are many a park, shelter
house, or bridge, or. • • • They put women at the WPA indexing
old deed books, old Norfolk County deed books. They were gone
through and an index prepared by WPA women. I don't say that
the jokes were unjustified about the WPA workers, but some of
them did SOMEthing.
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ARENA:

without going into politics per se, regarding the
President's PERSONAL experiences with the National
Youth Administration and other such programs of the
New Deal, which he experienced personally in the Duke Law
School, were these ever discussed with you, not from the
standpoint of politics, but from the standpoint of philosophy
and from the standpoint of government handling economic crises?

ALBRINK:

No, we didn't actually get much into the philosophy
of government in any private discussions.
I didn't
take the course in jurisprudence that third-year
students could take.
I don't know whether Nixon took it or
not, but I didn't take it, so I don't know. We didn't get
into too many philosophical discussions.

ARENA:

From the standpoint of the President's obvious great
impact on international events today, how was he
exposed to international affairs at that time, from
your own recollections, and from your own, you know, experiences?
Was there such a thing, for example, as international law that
you took together, or something dealing with cultures and com
parative law?
ALBRINK:

I don't recall that the law school at that time
gave a course in international law. I don't recall
that it did. I certainly didn't take it if it did.
As far as comparative law, I'm not too sure what you mean.
ARENA:

Well, the laws of different countries, the English
common law as compared to the Napoleonic Code.

ALBRINK:

Not particularly, no. The closest, I suppose,
that we came to that was Conflict with Laws, which
really is inside the united States International
Laws.

ARENA:

As you know--I don't want to assume things here-
but one gets the impression that many students are
going out for law today with the idea of performing
public services, that our youth are very social-minded. To
what extent was there a flavor of this sort of thing in your
day, and--if it isn't too personal--were you exposed to that
sort of an environment or that sort of a philosophy on the part
of the Duke community?

ALBRINK:

As far as I know, there wasn't really any of that
at all. We were going to law school to become
lawyers. Now, I suppose, some had the idea of ser
vice through the community, but if we had been asked about how
we were going to do that, the answer would have been through
the Kiwanis Club or the Rotary Club, perhaps, or running for
office, judge, prosecuting attorney. We weren't a mercenary
outfit, but as far as I can recollect, everybody in the class,
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except possibly the girls, and with one other exception, were
all going to law school expecting to make a living out of it,
and naturally as good a living as we could. We didn't aim
toward public service. We had nothing against i t but we just
weren't missionaries. You see, none of that class became a
professor. Service in the Bar Association was really more
for professional advancement; you'd get bigger clients and
get publicity if you served in the Bar Association that way.
ARENA:

Would there be some approach in that direction by
recalling that there was something like a Legal
Aid Society, and also a publication, ~aw and
Contemporary Problems? Was that an attempt, or •

ALBRINK:

[David P.] Cavers was editor of that.
That was
an attempt to cover a particular field in various
aspects, such as the purchase of personal property,
financing and enforcing not only the agreements and the dif
ferent kinds of agreements in the different states, and all
that, but the enforcing of it, picking up cars--law and con
temporary problems. The Legal Aid Society was sort of a way
of getting the youngster. . . • Well, i t was an internship,
that was all.

ARENA:

They did deal with some real legal problems and
issues.

ALBRINK:

Yes.

ARENA:

That was my understanding, through some other
interviews. You don't happen to recall if the
President was involved in that?

ALBRINK:

No.

ARENA:

I realize he wrote for the Journal, I believe.
He wrote an article for Law and Contemporary
Problems, I believe.

ALBRINK:

No; he didn't take that class. No, well, I'll
put i t this way:
I never had any reason to believe
that Nixon, or Perdue or Brownfield, had much dif
ferent ideas that I did on the so-called legal scholarship.
I mean, to me the law was the machine, the tool, for taking a
fellow who wanted to be free from gasoline stations and making
him unfree, or taking money from A who didn't want to give it
up and giving it to B, who contended that it was due him.
This legal theory philosophy, I just can't see it. I mean,
a legal scholarship, yeah, maybe if you want to get together
all the cases and laws and write a book on how graves can be
moved, or something of that kind, that could turn out to be
a useful tool, but you get into the theory of why we have
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laws, philosophy. . . • Well, Fuller taught a course in
jurisprudence. I didn't take it; I don't know whether Nixon
took it or not.
ARENA:

Is there anything at this point that I have not
asked or any questions that I have not raised that
you would like to touch upon yourself?

ALBRINK:

Well, you haven't asked about
woods . • .

ARENA:

Consider that asked.

living in the

ALBRINK:

. . • which gets big publicity. All right. When
Trinity College was to be expanded to Duke Univer
sity, they originally figured on building it on
the edge of Durham where the Trinity buildings were, but
granted the actual trouble of land prices going sky-high, and
also because they were going to have a forestry school, one
of the few in the country, they went out and bought several
thousands of acres a couple of miles out of town, and built
the West Campus on one part of it. In acquiring that land,
on it were still the farmhouses where the farmers lived.
The one that we lived in was a perfectly sound, one-story
frame cottage, but it had no utilities except electricity.
This Mrs. Henderson, who was head of the maids in the dormitory
or one of the straw bosses, at least, rented one of these
places from the university about a mile from the campus. It
wasn't on a road.
She lived there with her daughter.
She
wanted to have somebody else living there, too, so she rented
a room to students.
[Richard W.] Kiefer had lived there one
year, his second year, I think, and then he came into some
money.
I don't know whether. • • • One way or another he
figured he had moved up the scale, or something. Anyway,
Nixon, Perdue, Brownfield and I decided to live there.
ARENA:

Then it was you four.

ALBRINK:

Yes, in one room. There were two double beds.
Nixon and Perdue slept in one and Brownfield and
I in the other. My recollection is that our rent
was ten dollars each semester. In other words, for twenty
dollars, that was our individual room cost. The place had no
heat or central heating, except there was a small sheet-metal
stove, that I've always thought of in terms of laundry stoves.
They had a flat oval top and it was sheet metal. And we
bought some broken barrel hoops, had a load delivered, and
BEGIN SIDE I TAPE III
ARENA:

We were discussing your living conditions out in
the Henderson farm home.
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ALBRINK:

It was excellent. The house was owned by the
university. To come back to the stove, we would
fill it the night before on a chilly night, with
some newspapers and chunks of the barrels. And the first one
up in the morning would touch it off, and the way it was con
structed, the stove would glow red-hot within fifteen minutes
or so. And then, of course, it would just completely cool
down in the cold weather, as cold as it was outside; it would
be around freezing. And usually Nixon, the rascal, was the
first one up, and he'd say, "C'mon, you sluggers," and touch
it off. And you had a choice: You could get up then with
him, or you could get up in the cold. Brownfield has a some
what different recollection, saying that Nixon would get up
and dress in the cold, being very considerate, so that the
rest of us. • • • Maybe he did that once or twice, but usually,
in a friendly, gentle way, he'd say, "Come on, you sleepyheads.
Time to get up. Come on, let's get going."
We took our showers, then, at the gYm, and we shaved,
generally, at the law school. We'd usually get up early enough
to get there before classes. Perdue and I had a cubbyhole
office. We wore old shoes, farm shoes, over and traded into
our good shoes there. I don't know what arrangements, really,
we made for our laundry.
ARENA:

Was there something. • . • I know this happened
with the previous year's tenant, Mr. Kiefer, the
use of fresh milk from a cow. Was that cow still
in existence when you were living there?

Not that I know of. The weather was pleasant
enough. It wasn't too extremely cold. It did snow
once, I think, during our second year. When you
walked through the woods you could hear the whippoorwills at
night.
It was an all-pine forest around there.

ALBRINK:

ARENA:

Were there any problems at all from the standpoint
of the administration because of your living there?

ALBRINK:

Oh, the administration paid no attention at all to
where you lived. I don't know that they even main
tained a list of rooms to rent. But this much is
true: It was successful enough, with the top three graduates
and another one who was in the top third of the class--I'll
put it that way, because I have forgo~ten where I stood. I
think it was fifth, but it could have been sixth. But Dean
Horack collected some money and built some cabins in the woods.
They are completely gone now. I don't know what happened to
them. I don't know how successful they were.

ARENA:

There has been an article written about those
cabins, by the way, in one of the magazines, and
that was sent to me by Mr. Charlie Dukes. He is
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with the alumni office now. Do you recall if you did any
eating there at all, even bringing in some food from the
outside?
ALBRINK:

No, the only eating we did there, according to my
recollection, was a box from horne. But even then,
since Perdue and I had this cubbyhole place, weld
keep it there in the law school building. I kind of recollect
that the avocado business was, you know. • • • But we didn't
attempt to store food, such as eggs, or do any cooking. Weld
leave the place in the morning and we didn't go back until we
went to bed at night.
ARENA:

Do you recall that the President showed that to
his parents when they came out?

ALBRINK:

I haven't any idea. My only recollection of when
they came out is the tour of the chapel.

ARENA:

I want to be sure about this: Was this living
arrangement for two years or •

ALBRINK:

Just the last year.

ARENA:

. • . the third year. You don't recall where he
lived the second year.

ALBRINK:

He lived in a roominghouse in town with Perdue, as
I said, at one end of the campus, and Brownfield
and I roomed together. • . • Well, actually, a law
student in the class ahead of us married Annie Walker, who
worked in the library, and Brownfield and I rented a room from
them. But, again, that was quite a walk.
ARENA:

How many times did you actually go horne during your
three-year stay? It was an expense, of course.

ALBRINK:

Well, the first Christmas I didn't go horne. I got
taken up into North Wilkesboro [North Carolina] up
in the mountains that Christmas, by a student whose
father died soon after that and he had to drop out of school.
The second year I went horne for Christmas and the third year
I went horne for Christmas. The second year, a classmate, who
turned out to be a very good friend of mine from Oberlin
[College], was doing some studying in zoology at the University
of North Carolina and I went horne with him. And the third
year Brownfield had his car and I rode horne with him.

ARENA:

Do you recall anything about the President driving
back from California with an Edward Rubin?

ALBRINK:

Eddie Rubin was a year ahead of us in law school,
and from California. I think he's out there now.
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But as to how Nixon got back and forth from California, I don't
know.
I don't even recall too much about how I did. I guess
at the ·tag end I went home, at the end of the summer's work,
about half a month. I went down on the train the first time,
but I can't tell you how I got back and forth to Ohio all the
other times.
I know it was with Brownfield the last year at
Christmas.
ARENA:

How would you e valuate or comment on the fact that
you were thrown together with so many students,
fellow students from allover the country, what you
think its impact was on you and what you think it would have
been on your fellow-student, President Nixon? You may not
have been conscious of it at the time, or maybe you were, but
looking back, now, the fact that you had this firsthand contact
with people from allover the country.
ALBRINK:

Well, you see, I had been through that at Oberlin
[College] with, I guess, a more diversified student
body than Whittier [College] had. A good proportion
of the students, as with most Eastern colleges, came from Ohio
[the home state]. The next in line was New York, New Jersey,
but they had them from every state and from foreign countries-
Hawaiians, Chinese. I was in first-year gYm class with a young,
plump Chinese student. He and I got together because neither
one of us could do the push-ups, and we would sort of commiserate
in Pidgin English with each other. But he left because he had
no place to keep his polo ponies and he transferred to Yale
[University] .
ARENA:

Did you have any fellow students from that extremely
wealthy segment of the United states?

ALBRINK:

Yes. Now, I said earlier that everybody was aiming
at using the law in a practical way to make a living
except one, and that was [William R.] Bill Lybrook.
He's on the board of Reynolds Tobacco. He had a Reynolds kin
ship somehow, whether his mother had been a Reynolds or what,
but he was related by blood to them, and he had his own air
plane, and he used to fly all around the country, promoting
cock-fighting. But he was the only one with outstanding money.
The girls, and Dave Henderson, their fathers were prosperous
lawyers--for those times, of course. Even the lawyers were
glad to take a ham in exchange for writing a deed. But as I
said, everybody. • • • There were quite a few in the same boat.
Nobody except Lybrook had superfluous money.
ARENA:

Did you ever experience--if it isn't too personal-
from in-laws, not mentioning any names, or from
former--and maybe still--friends, your being a para
site, attending law school and not earning any money, during
the depression? And do you know if the President ever said
that he experienced something like that himself?
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ALBRINK:

No, I don't recall that he ever said that he experi
enced something like that. Far from it. That's one
of the reasons why I say that we didn't have any
money but we weren't poor. The idea of going through college
and getting an education and scrambling every way you could
to do it.

ARENA:

In other words, you were not drawing from the family.
You were supporting yourself but you were not, by
being in college, keeping the family from having
desperately needed funds.
In that sense, you were not poor.
And that was probably the President's case, as well.
ALBRINK:

Yeah, I would think so, since they owned a store
and it was operating and certainly they had a place
to live and a way of eating. And frankly, I would
call people. . . . They are the poor, then, instead of getting
an education. The great thing about the Jewish families is that
you get one kid through medical school and he'll reach down and
help the next one. I mean, they did during the tougher days.
Now I suppose they still do, to some extent.

ARENA:

The old saying, history repeats itself. . • • To
what extent are those times and those conditions
gone forever, or do you think they can be repeated,
or are being repeated.

ALBRINK:

I wouldn't say that they can't be repeated. I hope
they won't be repeated. It still has a searing
effect, spending money on things, even if you have
it to spend. You're likely to calculate, live a little more
meanly than you might, sometimes. It's hard to put it in
words; but no, they could be repeated; I hope they won't be
repeated. They could to some extent, but we've gotten into the
big government spending, and I don't think it ever will be re
peated as bad as that. Now apparently, from what I read and
see in certain areas, such as in the aerospace industry areas,
there is some unemployment, and the trouble with the depression
was that nobody could get hold of any money. To show the differ
ence, the aerospace industry had the crust to say, "Well, we
think our welfare payments should be proportionate to our former
income." I heard that on one TV program, and the rest of it.
But, doggone it, they're living on the charity of others, and
well, my own feeling on welfare. . • .
Nixon, well, he's a politician and he can't get elected by
not recognizing some things, such as in the black area. The
blacks are entitled to have the law colorblind. They're entitled
to non-segregated schools. I don't feel that they are really
entitled, under the law, to integrated schools. Welfare people,
yes. This country makes enough money; with mass production you
can have mass consumption; there is enough of it so that even
those who won't work are entitled to a living, but I swear, I
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would make that living soup kitchens, where anyone could walk
in and get a meal, but it would be hamhocks, however, rather
than the best bacon. Or draw an issue of clothing.
ARENA:

Looking back at that period, which was kind of a
revolution, as you know, the New Deal part of u.s.
history is frequently called under the heading of
the New Deal Revolution, but that chapter of u.s. history.
Many people say we're living in a revolution today. Is there
a similarity, from the standpoint of you, and therefore the
President, having lived through THAT revolution, that you can
draw on that experience to live through this revolution? And
if it isn't too personal, to what extent would you say your
own experience in law school, Duke in particular, has prepared
you to live through changes, regardless of what the changes
are? I'm thinking, for example, of the emergence of the new
superpowers, which were not superpowers in your day--neither
Russia nor China were superpowers. I'm not interested in them
per se, but in this philosophical question, your own law educa
tion preparing you, and therefore the President, to live with
change.
ALBRINK:

Well, there is a certain amount of change in the
law, although it's likely to be slow, and you know
the old crack about the typical lawyer wants to
marry a widow because he has to have a precedent for EVERYTHING.
And I don't think that the legal education particularly prepared
us for change, I mean as far as living through those days
economically. That's the way the situation was; if you fell in
the water you had to swim. I mean, all right; you had to
scramble to get what you could. Actually, it was probably
better to have gone to law school than not to have gone to
law school. There were jobs available because you WERE going
to school, like the NYA job.
ARENA:

Well, Captain, I've asked you quite a few specific
and quite a few general questions, and you've answered
them all quite frankly and fully.
Is there anything
else that you would like to touch on before we bring this inter
view to a formal close?

ALBRINK:

Well, you mentioned about football. Nixon always
did have, at least in law school, a genuine interest
in athletics. We had to buy student activity tickets.
For your athletic fee you got a book of tickets to the athletic
events along with it. Sometimes some of the others of us would
sell our tickets, not really being interested in seeing BMI
play Duke, or something of that nature. Of course, we never did
sell the Duke-North Carolina tickets. But Nixon didn't do that.
He went to the games~ And the ones I went to, I usually went
with him. Weld be at the law school studying, and time would
come to go to the game; not any pre-arrangement.
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ARENA:

Had you seen a professional baseball game? I'm
thinking of the Cleveland Indians, possibly, while
you were in law school, and do you recall the
President bringing up his first professional baseball game?
As you know, they did not have such teams on the West Coast
then.
ALBRINK:

No, I don't. And frankly, on that I guess I'm un
American. I think that baseball is the slowest,
dullest and least interesting game there is. Johnny
unitas can get off four passes while the baseball pitcher is
out there tugging at his hat, putting on his glove and taking
i t off, scuffing with his shoes, tugging at his hat again, and
then making a pitch. No, I don't recall him mentioning a pro
fessional baseball game. Actually, aside from going home • • • •
I think that one Christmas, maybe more than one, he went up to
his relatives in Pennsylvania. As I say, that's all I know~
he was going that way and I was going another direction. I
was going to take him home during spring vacation of our last
year, but he decided to go to New York and look for a job at
that time, which he did. He and Perdue went there, and I rode
back with Brownfield.

ARENA:

Possibly a third person was Mr.

[Harland F.] Leathers.

ALBRINK:

Oh, that's right. Harland went in with a New York
firm until the war came along and then stayed with
the government.

ARENA:

Possibly it was those three together, Perdue and
Leathers and Nixon.

ALBRINK:

Yes. I don't know~ actually, I probably saw more
of Nixon than anybody except Perdue. Perdue lived
with him I know the second year, and I think half
of the first year. I recall Nixon saying he started out rooming
with a bunch of preachers, which I guess were theological stu
dents, but they made so much noise that he had to leave there,
and I think then he and Perdue teamed up.
ARENA:

Do you mind if I ask you if you've been in politics
yourself, directly, at any time?

ALBRINK:

I tried, as a young lawyer, to get the Democratic
nomination for prosecuting attorney in my home
county, and the incumbent decided he wanted to
stay in.

ARENA:

No active participation since then.

ALBRINK:

None at all. If I would name myself politically now
I would call myself a "bird independent for Nixon."
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ARENA:

How WOULD you account, from an overall point of
view now, bearing in mind your intimate knowledge
of the man and your knowledge of the united States,
for his success in becoming the President of this country?

ALBRINK:

Well, I think that quite likely, as I understand
it, when he first ran for Congress, the Republicans
out there were looking for an opponent to the New
Deal's fair-haired boy. I can't think of his name, the fellow
that Nixon beat.
Jerry Voorhis.

ARENA:
ALBRINK:

Jerry Voorhis. And Nixon was probably ready to get
out o£ the government business he had and go back
to practicing law. He figured he'd take a chance
at it, and if it worked, fine, and if it didn't work it would
give him some publicity and he could go on to law practice.
And then the opportunity came along to get to be a senator.
And then [Dwight D.] Eisenhower admired some of the work he'd
done on the Un-American Affairs Activities committee. It came
about just because of his plain diligence. I mean, just frankly,
he was capable of, and put in, far more work than I ever could
have. I haven't the slightest bit of envy or feeling of
jealousy about it.
ARENA:

What do you think, from the standpoint of work and
the old cliche that that job wears men down, from
your knowledge of his physical ability and your
knowledge, as we all have of how rugged the job is supposed
to be? How would you assess his holding his own in that body
breaking job?

ALBRINK:

Well, he looks good physically, and very trim--wish
I were that trim. And from what I read in ~ime and
the newspapers, and so forth, when he has check-ups
he passes them and is in good health.

ARENA:

ALBRINK:

Would you say that, recalling his health during the
days of law school, you are not surprised, or you
are surpi('ised, by how he "s holding up now?
~

Well, no, I'm not surprised, because he did a
tremendous amount of work in law school. At the
campus union they had a movie Saturday nights and
Wednesday nights. You could go in the afternoon for a nickel;
you could go at night for a dime; okay, he'd be willing to
waste a night. But he thought of it in terms of "waste",
dating in terms of "waste". I didn't study as hard in law
school. Many evenings I was playing cards, and Nixon was
studying. He had a great capacity for work; self-discipline,
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and he put that into his political career. In between, when
he was with the New York law firm, he came here to address
some Republican breakfast, or something like that. He was
going around the country, building up the party good will.
And that surely was pure drudgery, traveling, sleeping in a
strange bed. And I suppose he had a regular itinerary. I
don't know how many days or stops he devoted on that particu
lar thing.
ARENA:

He has demonstrated certain qualities which all
have recognized. I'm thinking, for example, of the
case of the trip to Latin America and surviving
the Caracas business. All would agree that took courage and
he held up well; he survived ito Were there any opportunities
to note such qualities when you knew him in law school? I'm
just taking the quality of courage as one example. There are
other qualities that the man has.

ALBRINK:

As to physical courage, I can't recall any instances
where he was placed in a position where he had to
exhibit or not exhibit physical courage, no runaway
horses to stop, and so forth. As far as intellectual and moral
courage, yes. He wasn't afraid to speak his mind, but really,
none of us were, as I can recall.

